Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies produce millions of short reads that provide high coverage of genome at much lower cost than Sanger Sequencing based technologies. The advent of NGS technologies has led to various developments in assembling techniques. Our focus is on adapting overlap graph based algorithms to work with millions of NGS reads. Due to the high coverage of the genome by NGS reads, we show that it is feasible to perform assembly while working with small overlaps. This strategy gives us a significant computational and space advantage over the existing approaches. Our method finds alternate paths in an overlap graph to construct an assembly. We compare the performance of our tool, MOBS, with some of the widely used assemblers on ideal datasets (error free reads, distributed uniformly over genome), for which finished genomes are available. We show that MOBS results are most of the time better than other assemblers with respect to quality of assemblies, running time and genome coverage.
INTRODUCTION
First Generation Sequencing (FGS) technologies, also known as Sanger Sequencing produce reads of length exceeding 800 base pairs (bp). The high cost and the time required to sequence an organism's genome using FGS reads led to the development of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies. NGS technologies produce millions of short reads at a cost an order of magnitude lower than Sanger Sequencing.
Assembling NGS reads poses the following challenges that are quite different from Sanger reads:
• Short read length, typically 35 bp -200 bp.
• Higher error rate, about 2%.
• High throughput producing millions of reads.
Despite the challenges posed by NGS reads, a study by (Whiteford et al., 2005) shows that sequencing a majority of bacterial genomes is feasible with read lengths of 20-30 bp. They were also able to assemble 80% of chromosome 1 of the human genome, with contigs of length more than 1000 bp and read lengths of about 50 bp. Although different assembly methods have been proposed over the years, all of them can be categorized into the following two classes: Overlap-Layout-Consensus (OLC) based: The OLC based paradigm was first introduced in (Staden, 1980) and subsequently extended in many sequence assembly algorithms such as Celera (Myers et al., 2000) , CAP3 (Huang and Madan, 1999) , PCAP (Huang et al., 2003) , Phusion (Mullikin and Ning, 2003) . All pairs suffix-prefix overlaps between reads are computed and organized in an overlap graph. This phase consists of expensive string comparisons between all-pairs of reads. An OLC based algorithm then constructs a layout and the corresponding consensus sequence of the layout is an assembly. The OLC paradigm is a very natural way of thinking about assembly and was used for assembling Sanger reads.
De-Bruijn Graph (DBG) based: The approach was originally introduced in (Idury and Waterman, 1995) , and the first DBG assembler EULER was published in (Pevzner et al., 2001 ). In this model, a node instead of representing a complete read, represents a k-character substring of the given reads. Two nodes share an edge if they overlap with (k − 1) characters. Since DBG nodes represents fixed length overlaps, efficient methods for computing these overlaps can be developed. Several short-read assembly tools based on DBG have been developed, such as Euler-USR (Chaisson et al., 2008) , Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) , ABySS (Simpson et al., 2009 ), AllPath-LG (Gnerre et al., 2011) and SOAPdenovo (Li et al., 2010) are some of these. The DBG based assemblers have been successful on small genomes such as bacteria and attempts are on to extend them to larger genomes.
With the completion of the Cucumber and Panda ) genome projects using Illumina sequencing, short read based sequencing is seen as a new cost-effective approach to generating the draft sequence of large genomes.
OLC based assemblers suffer from two drawbacks. Consider l reads covering a base of genome, these reads will have O(l 2 ) overlaps. The expected value of l is the coverage of genome. In case of NGS methods coverage is very high. Also, a genome generally consists of repeated regions. For reads covering these regions, the number of overlaps can be quadratic in the product of coverage and the number of times a region is repeated. These factors increase both the time taken to compute overlaps and the size of overlap graph. On the other hand, DBG reduces the size of the graph by working with k-mers instead of complete reads. How well a DBG models the genome is highly dependent on the value of k. Small values of k lead to a reduction in the size of DBG. But DBG then doesn't bear any relationship with the genome length. Since k-mer shares overlaps of exactly (k − 1) characters, with large values of k the overlap information between reads may not be captured completely, as reads may not share any k-mer.
In order to reduce the size of the overlap graph (Myers, 2005) proposed a new formulation known as string graph. Consider nodes u, v, w and edges u → v, v → w, u → w in an overlap graph. The edge u → w is said to be transitive if the string corresponding to the path u → w is same as the string corresponding to the path u → v → w. Reads that are contained within some other reads and transitive edges are removed from an overlap graph using a linear expected time method. Although the size of a string graph is small, it still involves the expensive construction of an overlap graph. An O(N) method, where N is the total number of characters in all reads, based on FM-index to directly construct string graph has been proposed in (Simpson and Durbin, 2010) . The SGA assembler based on the above, has been described in (Simpson and Durbin, 2012) . Other string graph based assemblers are Readjoiner (Gonnella and Kurtz, 2012) and EDENA (Hernandez et al., 2008) . Since N is much larger than the genome length (by a factor of coverage), it would be interesting to see if it is feasible to avoid processing all N characters of reads and carry out the reconstruction of a genome. Minimal Overlap Bushy Structure (MOBS): Our research is focused on extending the OLC based approach to assemble NGS reads. Due to the high coverage of the genome by NGS reads, we show that it is feasible to perform assembly while working with small overlaps in limited range (under certain assumptions). This strategy gives us a significant computational and space advantage over the existing approaches. Working with small overlaps paves the way for developing efficient solutions for computing overlaps between reads and organizing them in an overlap graph.
A path in an overlap graph represents one possible layout of reads. However, experiments indicate that out of all the overlaps in the range of 10-18 bp less than 20% are true overlaps (Table 1 ). The high percentage of false overlaps is due to small length overlaps we are working with. There is a high chance of picking a false overlap edge in a path resulting in a mis-assembly. In order to increase our confidence in an assembly, alternate paths starting from a single node are taken. If all these paths end at the same node, and the length of strings corresponding to every path are same, then it is likely that the assembly generated by all these paths is same. If the assembly generated by each path is the same, then it is treated as a valid assembly. We define a bushy structure as a set of paths from a source node u to a destination node v in which the strings corresponding to all paths are of same length. A bushy structure is said to be correct if every path in it represents the same assembly ( Figure 1 ). Our experiments show that it is feasible to construct assemblies with almost no errors using the technique based on small overlaps described in this paper. We tested the approach reported here on simulated error-free reads and found that it is both time efficient and better in terms of quality of results in comparison to the existing genome assemblers. Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts with the description of an efficient method for constructing overlap graph containing small overlaps, followed by the method for extracting bushy structures from over- 
METHODS

Overlap Graph Construction
The naive approach to find all overlaps between a given set of reads is to compare every pair of reads. This approach has its obvious drawbacks in requiring O(n 2 ) string comparisons, where n is the number of reads. As NGS technologies generates millions of reads, such an approach is not tractable. Although the all pairs suffix-prefix algorithm (Gusfield et al., 1992) computes all overlaps and is optimal for general strings of arbitrary lengths, it requires construction of a generalized suffix tree of the input reads. With the high throughput of the NGS technologies, the size of the suffix tree could be extremely large, which renders this approach impractical. This solution could be used in general for finding overlaps between all pairs of strings when no assumption can be made about the strings. Since our problem deals with the reads over the fixed characters A, T, G and C and we are only looking for small overlaps in a limited range (typically 10 to 18), we do not need to use a general solution. We have implemented the following algorithm to construct an overlap graph.
Sorting based Overlap Graph Construction Method
We have implemented a solution that is based on the idea that the alphabet we are working with is fixed and its size is small (4, in this case). So we can use a linear sorting method such as radix sort, to order the reads as per the suffix corresponding to minimum overlap length, min. Let us call this ordered list be l su f f ix . Similarly, we sort the reads as per their prefixes of length min characters using prefix sort. Let us call this ordered list be l pre f ix . Once the reads are sorted as per their min length suffix and prefix, we can, in a single pass over two ordered lists l su f f ix and l pre f ix , find which reads make a suffix-prefix overlap and add edges in the overlap graph. Now in order to find overlaps of length min + 1 characters, we continue the sorting process on l su f f ix and l pre f ix as per min + 1 length suffixes and prefixes. We scan the two ordered lists of reads and add edges in the graph. We continue this process till the edges corresponding to maximal overlap (max) are added to the graph. The advantage of our method is that it is linear in space and avoids the construction of generalized suffix tree of millions of NGS reads.
Finding Bushy Structures
We traverse the overlap graph in a breadth first (BFS) manner to extract bushy structures. Consider a node u in the overlap graph G. Let children u and grandchildren u be the list of children and grandchildren of node u respectively. A child of u either make a true overlap or false overlap with u. Since we are working under the assumption that there are no sequencing errors in the reads, each of the reads corresponding to the children u nodes can be exactly mapped to the genome that we are trying to assemble. Some of the reads map to the same region of genome and others map to different region of genome as shown in Figure 5 . The reads that map to the same region of genome form a group. The problem is to partition children u in groups, without any knowledge of the genome in question. Since we are working with the assumption of high-coverage, there are high chances that the reads belonging to one group share child nodes. We group two nodes of children u if they have common child. Consider Figure 5 , two groups will be formed corresponding to the two regions of the genome. Our BFS traversal will explore these two groups in the next iteration. The traversal terminates when all the nodes of overlap graph are part of some group. This process is shown in Figure 2 , Figure 3 and Figure 4 . All the groups formed by BFS traversal are organized as the nodes of another graph called 
Clustered Graph
Intuitively, a clustered graph brings together or clusters the reads in overlap graph that we believe came from same region of the genome we are trying to reconstruct. A clustered graph is a refined version of overlap graph, since the reads that are clustered together removes the random overlaps of each other. In some sense, we are trying to add structure to the raw overlap graph by removing random overlaps (Table  2) . Bushy structures are represented by a clustered graph in which:
• Each node is a collection of reads, which have high probability of belonging to the same region of the genome.
• Reads of a node are arranged in the decreasing order of the size of their overlap with the first read in the parent node. A read can make a negative overlap (defined later) with the first read of its parent node.
• A directed edge from node n 1 to node n 2 , has a weight equal to the size of the overlap between the last read of n 1 and the first read of n 2 .
A group (clustered graph node) is said to be valid if all its member reads match exactly at their position in the alignment used for making the consensus sequence. This is illustrated in Figure 7 . The consensus sequence of the alignment is called Group Sequence. The group sequence corresponding to an invalid group is undefined.
GATTAGAGATGAGATAGAAT
ATTAGAGATGAGATAGAATT TAGAGATGAGATAGAATTAG GAGATGAAAAAGAATTAGCC GATGAAAAAGAATTAGCCTG Figure 7 : Invalid Group: The last two reads are not making consensus. Sixth and eighth base of the last read do not make consensus with first three reads of the group. Table 3 shows the number of invalid nodes in clustered graphs built while assembling different genomes. The percentage of invalid groups is very small. Each node of the clustered graph is a level of the bushy structure that passed through it. If a group is invalid, then all the bushy structures that passes through it are invalid. So we can say that percentage of the bushy structures that are invalid is also small. Hence our confidence in bushy structure increases or equivalently our confidence in clustered graph increases.
A path in a clustered graph represents the assembly constructed by joining the overlapping group sequences. Consider a parent node u and its child v in a clustered graph and let S be an assembly constructed using nodes u and v. A negative overlap of size l between first read r p of u and a read r c of v means that starting position of read r c in S is l characters away from ending positon of read r p in S.
In order to generate longer assemblies, it is desirable that each node of the clustered graph has exactly one parent and one child. However while constructing a clustered graph, a node can have more than one groups as candidate children. To resolve which of them is a random child and need not be added to the clustered graph, we resort to heuristics given below. It is observed that groups containing few reads are formed due to random overlaps. Our first heuristic removes such groups. Second heuristic adds, if possible, reads from a larger group to a smaller group g. Note that these heuristics are strictly based on our observations and the assumptions that we are working under.
The following heuristics are used to identify and remove random children groups from a set of candidate children groups for parent group G: 1. If a group has at most two reads and overlap of the first read in the group is negative with the first read in parent group, then that group is removed.
2. A group g max with largest number of reads in it is marked as group of maximum confidence and is added to the clustered graph. Confidence of other groups is checked with respect to g max using following process. Let r f and r G be the first reads of groups g and G respectively and O be the size of the overlap between r f and r G . Consider two adjacent reads r 1 and r 2 in g max such that overlap between r 1 with r G is greater than O and overlap between r 2 and r G is at most O. As all the reads in g max are arranged in decreasing order of their overlaps with r G , reads that precedes r 1 in g max make an overlap of size at least O. From all the reads that precedes r 1 , we look for a read r which is nearest to r 1 in g max such that r is consistent with r f (consistency means both r and r f have common child reads). Figure 8 shows the various reads. If such an r exists then all the reads of group g max that precedes r and including r are prepended to g and g is added to clustered graph else we don't add group g to clustered graph. 
Generating Assemblies
The process of assembly generation works in two phases: 1. Selecting the clustered graph nodes from which an assembly is to be constructed. We extended the obvious approach of generating assemblies by linear chains in the graph created. We do so because repeats and random overlaps induce branches in the clustered graph. A linear chain suggests an unambiguous way of generating assemblies from the graph. But we can observe something more from the graph. Consider Figure 9 , in which a node has more than one parent but only one child. The assembly can unambiguously include that node. As mentioned earlier, we will be using group and node interchangeably. The process of generating assemblies from a clustered graph is as follows:
1. Pick a node n.
2. If all parents of node n are valid(explained in next section), do nothing. Assemblies coming from parent will cover this node.
3. Else start traversing a linear chain starting at node n.
(a) If a node, w, which has more than one parent but exactly one child comes in the path, then do not stop there and include w in the assembly and go ahead. (b) Stop one node before a node, whose number of children is not exactly one.
For example, consider the clustered graph shown in Figure 9 . Node a and b have one parent marked as invalid. So, we start assembly once from node a and once from node b. Node c has more than one parent, but exactly one child, so the assembly generation process does not end there. Also all parents of c are valid, so no new assembly is started from node c. At last, assemblies A and B stop at node d, which is one node above a node having number of child not equal to one.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section we present comparison of our tool with contemporary assemblers. EDENA (Hernandez et al., 2008) , Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) , SSAKE (Warren et al., 2007) , CAP3 (Huang and Madan, 1999) , SPAdes (Bankevich et al., 2012) , SGA (Simpson and Durbin, 2012), SOAPdenovo (Li et al., 2010) and PASQUAL (Xing Liu, 2012) were used for comparison. Velvet was executed with k-mer length 29. In case of SOAPdenovo, k-mer value 31 was used and option R was enabled as all the reads are from forward strand. CAP3 was executed with option k set to 0 in order to disable end clipping of reads, minimum suffix-prefix overlap used is 16. Option r was set to 0 to specify that all the reads are from forward strand. Option n was set to -5 and s was set to 251. In case of SGA and SPAdes, error correction in reads was not performed. MOBS was run with the overlaps in the range of 10-18 bp to perform assembly. Latest versions of all the assemblers were used for comparison.
We generated ideal dataset (error free reads, dis- Single ended reads of length 50 bp were generated and duplicate reads were removed from the dataset. Resulting dataset provided an average coverage of 40x and maximum coverage of 50x. The assemblers were executed on an Intel i7 CPU(8 logical cores of 3.4 GHz each) with 8GB RAM with Ubuntu 14.04 as operating system.
When working with simulated data, the quality of assemblies can be assessed by aligning them against the reference genome. We call assemblies having an exact match in the reference genome as correct assemblies. Only the correct assemblies were used to compute the genome covered. As we had reads from only forward strand of the genome, thus the assemblies produced were aligned against forward strand of the genome to assess the quality of the assemblies. Only half of the assemblies produced by SPAdes and SOAP had an exact alignment with forward strand of the genome. When these assemblies were matched against both forward and reverse complemented strand, then almost all of the assemblies had an exact alignment. Thus the results specifying the quality of assemblies for SPAdes and SOAP were generated by aligning the assemblies against both forward and reverse complemented strand of the genome. For rest of the assemblers, quality of assem- We also observed that some assemblies were substrings of some bigger assemblies. We call such assemblies as contained assemblies. The quality of correct assemblies is reported again after removing contained assemblies from the set of correct assemblies generated by the assemblers. Table 8 , 9, 10 and 11 show the number of correct assemblies after removing contained assemblies among correct assemblies. These tables also show the average length of the remaining assemblies, their N50 and NG50 values, percentage of genome covered and total/correct number of suffix-prefix overlaps among remaining assemblies.
Note that the performance of MOBS is mostly among the top 3, if not the best.
The percentage of genome covered by assemblies in case of MOBS is 99.62%, 99.84%, 99.65% and 99.59% for H. Aciconychis, A. Tumefaciens, A. Haemolyticum and B. Licheniformis respectively. The maximum percent of genome covered among other assemblers is 99.36%(SOAP), 99.92%(SOAP), 98.92%(SOAP, EDENA) and 99.71%(EDENA). Thus, we can observe that MOBS produce highest genome covered in case of H. Aciconychis and A. Tumefaciens.
We also observe that, in case of MOBS almost all of the suffix-prefix overlaps among remaining assemblies are true overlaps. By true overlap we mean that these overlaps are present among assemblies, when the assemblies are aligned against genome. Thus even if MOBS may not report the best performance on based on length of the assemblies, the suffix-prefix overlaps among assemblies can be used to generate bigger assemblies.
While MOBS runs reasonably fast, time comparison is not very meaningful as all the other assemblers that report faster times seem to be multi-threaded. MOBS at present has a single threaded implementation.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a method to generate assemblies from short reads using only short length overlaps. This approach produces comparable results while reducing the computational effort. There are many possibilities for further improvement of results using this approach. Generating assemblies that are not contained in others is one. Developing algorithms that generate larger assemblies is another and how do we need to modify our algorithm to handle challenges in real data such as error in reads and reads from both strands of genome.
Comparisons given here are only indicative of the promise of the approach and should not be taken as the final word as some of the assemblers, used in the comparison, do not give an option to set the error model. We are working to extend this technique and a full and final version will have its results on the real data.
